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PLANTER WITH FOUR BAR LINKAGE 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional 
Application No. 61/358,785 ?led on Jun. 25, 2010 for 
“PLANTER WITH FOUR BAR LINKAGE”, which is 
hereby incorporated in its entirety by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to agricultural 
planters having a main frame and a center section and left and 
right wing sections each having a plurality of spaced row units 
and pivotally attached to the main frame, and is particularly 
directed to a four bar linkage arrangement wherein each wing 
which uses the same lift components and hydraulics for rais 
ing the row units to an intermediate position for ?eld turns and 
for fully raising and rotating the row units to provide a low 
and narrow planter pro?le for transport and storage. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

As the power of tractors and agricultural ef?ciency has 
increased, agricultural implements such as planters have 
increased in span, or width, to accommodate larger numbers 
of individual row units. Large planters generally include a 
main frame having a forward hitch assembly for drawing by 
a tractor and left and right wing sections pivotally attached to 
opposed lateral ends of the main frame. The pivoting wing 
connections allow the wings to fold relative to the main frame 
for transport and storage of the planter. Early planters pivot 
ally displaced the wings vertically to reduce planter width and 
provide clearance for transport through narrow spaces. How 
ever, as the size of planters has increased, planter wings are 
generally folded in a forward direction to accommodate 
longer planter wings. This evolution has necessitated the 
incorporation of telescoping hitch assemblies to accommo 
date planter wings of increased length. 

It is necessary to raise the planter frame on-the-go during 
operation in a ?eld in order to elevate the row units above the 
soil. For example, at the end of a row of planted seed, dis 
pensing of seed is interrupted temporarily while the tractor 
and planter combination typically executes a 180° turn to 
initiate planting of a follow-on row of seed, whereupon the 
row units are lowered on-the-go to the use position for again 
engaging the soil. It is also necessary to raise the planter unit 
and attachments for transport to provide adequate clearance 
between the row units and the roadway. It is desirable to have 
the same system and components control the height of the 
planter unit and its associated row units for ?eld use as well as 
for transport and storage for design reasons as well as for 
increased ef?ciency and reduced cost. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention in one form is directed to an agricultural 
planter, including a main frame having a forward hitch assem 
bly adapted for coupling to a traction vehicle; a center section 
pivotally coupled to an aft portion of the main frame and 
having ?rst plural, spaced row units attached thereto; left and 
right wing sections pivotally attached to and extending out 
wardly from respective left and right portions of the main 
frame and having respective second and third plural, spaced 
row units attached thereto. The left and right wing sections are 
adapted for forward pivoting displacement for transport of the 
planter, wherein each wing section includes respective for 
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2 
ward and aft linear, elongated, parallel bars, and wherein each 
forward bar is pivotally coupled to the main frame and each 
wing further includes respective ?rst and second arms pivot 
ally coupling its forward and aft bars. A lift arrangement is 
coupled to one of the arms in each of the left and right wing 
sections for independently raising the aft bar in each of the left 
and right wing sections and associated row units to a ?rst 
position above the soil to facilitate turning of the planter 
on-the-go in a ?eld, and for further lifting and substantially 
rotating the aft bar and associated row units of each wing 
section to a second position when the wing sections are folded 
forward for providing a low and narrow planter pro?le for 
transport. 
The invention in another form is directed to a method for 

progressively lifting and rotating row units, the method com 
prising: substantially lifting and minimally rotating said row 
units from a planting position to a partially raised position to 
facilitate turning in the ?eld; and further lifting and substan 
tially rotating said row units from the partially raised position 
to a fully upraised position to facilitate transport of the 
planter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The appended claims set forth those novel features which 
characterize the invention. However, the invention itself, as 
well as further objects and advantages thereof, will best be 
understood by reference to the following detailed description 
of an embodiment taken in conjunction with the accompany 
ing drawings, where like reference characters identify like 
elements throughout the various ?gures, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of an agricultural planter 
in accordance with the present invention with its left wing and 
associated row units in a partially elevated position; 

FIG. 2 is an aft plan view of the agricultural planter show 
ing its left and right wings partially elevated and folded for 
ward in the transport position; 

FIG. 3 is a front perspective view of the agricultural planter 
of FIG. 1 showing its left and right wings in the forward 
folded transport position, with its left wing also in the fully 
upraised and rotated position; 

FIG. 4 is an upper rear perspective view of the agricultural 
planter showing its left and right wings in the forward folded 
transport position as well as in the fully upraised and rotated 
position; 

FIGS. 5 and 6 are perspective views of a portion of the 
frame of the planter illustrating the pivoting connections, 
respectively, between a forward bar connected to the planter’ s 
main frame and an aft bar to which plural spaced row units are 

mounted; 
FIGS. 7 and 8 are close-up aft and forward perspective 

views, respectively, of the pivoting coupling between forward 
and aft bars, where the row units are shown in the soil engag 
ing, planting position and in a fully upraised and rotated 
position; 

FIGS. 9-12 are a sequence of side elevation views showing 
different positions and orientations of the aft bar and row units 
shown in FIGS. 6 and 7 during elevation of the aft bar and row 
units from the lower, ?eld engaging position to the fully 
upraised and rotated position for transport of the planter. 

FIG. 13 is a close-up forward perspective view of the 
pivoting coupling between forward and aft bars, where the 
row units are in a fully upraised and rotated position for 
transport of the planter. 

FIGS. 14a and 14b are forward and aft perspective views, 
respectively, of another embodiment of a pivoting coupling 
between forward and aft bars, with the planter units shown in 










